Dear colleagues!

We invite you to participate in the
III International Scientific Forum
"HEALTH AND SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE»
(to the 100th Anniversary of the International Labour Organization)
May 15-17, 2019, Polotsk-Novopoloetsk, Republic of Belarus

ORGANIZERS:
Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of the Republic of Belarus,
Republic Center of Occupational Safety and Social Protection of the Republic of Belarus,
University of Civil Protection MES Belarus,
Occupational Health Physicians and Specialists Association
Izmerov Research Institute of Occupational Health

Supported by:
Novopoloetsk City Executive Committee
Polotsk District Executive Committee

Organizer of the International Symposium on Preventive and Industrial Toxicology
Erismann Scientific Center of Hygiene
GENERAL INFORMATION

The forum is an interdepartmental and interdisciplinary scientific and practical event dedicated to the discussion of occupational safety and health, occupational medicine, as well as preventive measures organization actual problems. Participation of leading experts in these areas of science are planned, as well as discussion of general public health risks assessment under exposure of environmental factors, including the working environment studies.

The III international scientific Forum "Health and Safety in the Workplace" will be held in the homeland of Euphrosyne of Polotsk and Francis Skaryna, in a city with a rich historical and cultural heritage called Polotsk!

The first mention of Polotsk in “The Tale of Bygone Years” dates back to the year 862. It is one of the oldest cities not only in Belarus, but also in the entire East Slavic region. Thanks to its rich historical and cultural heritage, its rich cultural life, Polotsk was the first Belarusian city has been awarded the title “Belarus cultural capital”.

During its history, Polotsk survived the invasion of the Vikings, successfully fought against the crusaders; it was repeatedly occupied by the troops of various conquerors. Polotsk became one of the centers of Christianity in the East Slavic lands.

Enlightener Euphrosyne of Polotsk - the first woman of Belarus, canonized was born here. Polotsk was the center of Polotsk Principality in X-XIII centuries. The city became part of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in 1307. Belarusian first printer and enlightener Frantsisk Skorina was born here. Polotsk is one of the most beautiful cities in Belarus. It is located in a picturesque place where the Polota River flows into The Western Dvina.

Polotsk has many historical buildings and monuments. Polotsk is the geographical center of Europe, according to the calculations of scientists, and every guest can receive a certificate that he was here.

Competition "The best scientific work of a young scientist" (the Best scientific research of a young scientist and specialist), presentation of poster presentations, round tables and master classes will be included in the program (preliminary program).

Forum materials will be published in the form of scientific papers collection with the assignment of ISBN, DOI and placement in the database of the Russian science citation index (RSCI), in the scientific electronic library E-library.

Forum participants and guests will enjoy an interesting cultural program.

LIST OF THE MAIN ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION AT THE FORUM

1. Occupational health, science development general issues. Safety and health at workplace preservation vectors. The strategy of scientific and technological development implementation.


4. Therapeutic and preventive nutrition use as compensatory measure when work in harmful and dangerous occupational environment.
6. Medical examinations and employees professional suitability expert evaluation, employees health state pre-shift control automatic systems use.
7. Occupational risks for human health (reproductive risks including), risk assessment, risk management.
8. Employees of large industrial enterprises of mechanical engineering and metallurgy, railway transport, oil refining, logging and wood processing, energy, enforcement ministries, departments and other structures corporate labor protection management systems.
10. Radiation safety.

**PARTICIPATION IN THE FORUM**

**Forms of participation:**
- FULL-TIME PARTICIPATION FORM (participation in official events of the Forum, participation with a speech, publication in the collection, poster presentation);
- EXTRAMURAL FORM (publication in the collection).

For participation in the Forum it is necessary to fill in the registration card (Enclosure 1) and send it to the organizing committee of the forum by e-mail: rcot-upr@tut.by or t / fax: (017) 203 07 88.

The invoice for participation in the Forum, the Contract and the Act of acceptance of services (works) are sent to the participant by e-mail or fax after the organizing committee receives a registration card. A scanned copy of the registration fee payment document (payment order or bank receipt) must be sent to the address of the organizing committee via e-mail: rcot-upr@tut.by no later than 5 days from the date of payment. The file should be named by the family name and the initials of original author with Latin letters.

**FINANCIAL PART OF PARTICIPATION IN THE FORUM**

The cost of the registration fee includes:
- participation in official events of the Forum;
- publication 2 articles in the collection;
- getting a participant bag;
- certificate of participation.

**ATTENTION!!! ARTICLES FORMALIZED NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS WOULD BE NOT ACCEPTED!**

The materials for the publication should be formalized in accordance with the requirements (Enclosure 2) and submitted to the organizing committee together with the payment papers not later than 12:00 (UTC+3) *March 19th, 2019* by e-mail: rcot-upr@tut.by. As soon as the organizing committee gets the articles you will get the notice to your e-mail. If you don’t get the notice during 5 working days, it is necessary to repeat the mail. In case of no confirmation you may contact the organizing committee.

Scanned copy of registration fee payment document (payment order or bank receipt), the Contract and the Act of acceptance-delivery of services (works) signed by the Forum participant,
should be sent not later April 15th, 2019 to the e-mail address of the organizing committee: e-mail: rcot-upr@tut.by

The file should be named by the family name and the initials of the Forum participant with Latin letters.

**ATTENTION!!!** If the organizing committee does not get the payment papers in time, the articles would not be accepted for publishing.

*Traveling certificates will be marked at registration.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participation category</th>
<th>Payment period registration fees (In Euro)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Bank of the Republic of Belarus rate at the time of payment (including VAT 20 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early</strong></td>
<td><strong>Late</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.12.2018 – 19.03.2019</td>
<td>20.03.2019 – 03.05.2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant (participation in official events of the Forum, publication 2 articles in the collection)</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young member (participation in official events of the Forum, publication 2 articles in the collection, participation in the competition of scientific works)</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extramural participation in the Forum</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra publication in the collection of the Forum</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The address for correspondence and location of the secretariat of the Forum:
Minsk, the Republic of Belarus, Republic Center of Occupational Safety and Social Protection of the Republic of Belarus, Avenue Pobediteley 23/2, 808
Tel./fax: 8 (017) 203-07-88, (+375 29) 698-92-52; (+375 29) 698 91 85, (+375 29) 698 91 86, e-mail: rcot-upr@tut.by

**SECRETARIAT OF THE FORUM:**
SUSHINSKAYA Tatiana, leading specialist of occupational risks management and occupational health protection department of National Center Of Labour Protection of the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of the Republic of Belarus, tel.: +37529-698-91-86, e-mail: rcot-upr@tut.by

IOVVE Alesia, leading specialist of occupational risks management and occupational health protection department of National Center Of Labour Protection of the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of the Republic of Belarus, tel.: +37529-203-07-88, e-mail: rcot-upr@tut.by
Dear colleagues and friends!

We look forward to seeing you on Belarusian land,
again to plunge into the atmosphere of scientific communication
and continue our common noble cause!